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Abstract
In this article we consider an extension of Harish–Chandra modules for real Lie groups to the
setting of algebraic groups over an algebraically closed ﬁeld k of positive characteristic p> 2. Let
G be a connected, semisimple, simply connected algebraic group over k, deﬁned and split over Fp ,
with Lie algebra g= Lie(G), 1 =  ∈ Aut(G) an involution, K =G the -ﬁxed points, and Gr the
rth Frobenius kernel of G, r1. We ﬁrst classify the irreducible KGr -modules and their injective
envelopes. Then, we classify the irreducible ﬁnite dimensional ‘modular Harish–Chandra modules’
by showing they are exactly the irreducible KG1-modules for the inﬁnitesimal thickening KG1, so
in particular they are restricted as g-modules.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary: 20G; secondary: 20G05; 17B10; 17B45
1. Introduction
1.1. Background and motivation
Let us ﬁrst considerG to be a connected, compact Lie group, respectfully, a connected re-
ductive algebraic group overC. (An algebraic group will always be linear in this paper.) The
successful classiﬁcation of the irreducible complex representations of G by high weights,
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and their geometric realization via the Borel–Weil–Bott theorem, rests upon the complete
reducibility of ﬁnite-dimensional modules for the associated Lie algebra g=Lie(G). In case
G is a noncompact Lie group, or an algebraic group over an algebraically closed ﬁeld k of
characteristic p> 0, the representation theories are wildly different, but do share the com-
mon feature of the failure of interesting representations to be completely reducible. More
speciﬁcally, irreducible representations of a noncompact Lie group are no longer ﬁnite di-
mensional, while in the case of the algebraic group, the ﬁnite dimensional representations
need not be completely reducible. In the ﬁrst case, the theory of Harish–Chandra modules
(see below for a deﬁnition) has provided onemeans for analyzing a large class of representa-
tions, while in the other, the use of the restricted structure on g and the Frobenius morphism
has proved fundamental. In this paper, we bind together these two theories to study a new
class K.g-Mod of representations associated to a semisimple, simply connected algebraic
group G over k, when p> 2; we call these the ‘modular Harish–Chandra modules’. Here,
K =G is the ﬁxed point group of an involution  onG, i.e. an automorphism ofG which
squares to the identity.
For G an algebraic group over the characteristic p> 2 ﬁeld k there are a number of
additional reasons why the category K.g-Mod may be of interest. Most generally, the
objects of K.g-Mod constitute a class of possibly inﬁnite dimensional, not necessarily
restricted modules for the enveloping algebra U(g), and in recent years the study of both
restricted and non-restricted modules has received increasing attention (e.g. [13,18] and
the references therein). These modules are closely related to modules for the inﬁnitesimal
thickeningKGr ofK by the rth Frobenius kernel ofG; for T a maximal torus ofG andB a
Borel subgroup ofG, the categories of TGr - and BGr -modules are well-studied objects of
interest in the representation theory of G, and our study of KGr -modules generalizes this
area in signiﬁcant ways. Central to our approach is the use of the theory of involutions on
algebraic groups, another area of longstanding interest due to the connectionswith the theory
of symmetric spaces and symmetric varieties; see e.g. [8,9]. In particular, this connection
leads to new ideas in the study of Lie triple systems [10,11].
1.2. Outline of the paper
Take G to be a semisimple, simply connected algebraic group G over an algebraically
closed ﬁeld k of characteristic p> 2. In this paper, we put to use the theory of involutions
ofG (see Section 3 below) to introduce a characteristic p analogue of the Harish–Chandra
modules for Lie groups. Our path to this goal, however, will ﬁrst lead us to the study of a
different module category.
Speciﬁcally, under appropriate hypotheses on G and the ﬁxed point group K = G of
an involution  ∈ Aut(G), our development begins, in Section 5, with a classiﬁcation of
the irreducible modules for the ‘inﬁnitesimal thickening’KGr of K by the rth Frobenius
kernelGr . The main theorem here is Theorem 5.5, producing each irreducible module as a
tensor productL(,)=LK()(r)⊗L()|KGr of a ‘twisted’ irreducibleK-module with the
restriction to KGr of an irreducible G-module corresponding to an r-restricted dominant
weight. The approach to Theorem 5.5 follows ideas ﬁrst suggested by the Cline et al. [4]
proof of the Steinberg Tensor Product Theorem, but is much more complicated, requiring
links between the root systems of G and K which are given in Section 4.
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These links are built upon the work of Steinberg [27] and Richardson [19] regarding the
structure of K = G (and more generally the ﬁxed point group of any semi-simple auto-
morphism of G), and related Borel subgroups and tori, covered in Section 3. In particular,
the group G is a connected, reductive group, so the irreducible modules for K are indeed
classiﬁed by high weights.
In Section 6 we continue our study of KGr -modules by providing a characterization
of the injective envelopes of the irreducibles. The classiﬁcation, Theorem 6.2, builds upon
the known description of the injective envelopes of the irreducible Gr -modules. For each
irreducible KGr -module L(,) (as above), we prove that the injective hull in KGr -Mod
takes the form of a tensor product IK()(r) ⊗Q()|KGr , where IK() is the injective K-
module having socle LK(), and Q() is the lift to G of the injective indecomposable
Gr -module whose socle lifts to L().
In Section 7, we leave behind KGr -modules in order to establish some technical results
which we will need later. More speciﬁcally, in Section 7 we examine the effect of the con-
tragredient action ofK on the linear dual p∗ ⊂ g∗, recalling the eigenspace decomposition
g= k⊕ p of Proposition 3.6 induced by the differential of the involution . Theorems 7.4
and 7.5 give two versions of the main result of that section, which says (under varying
hypotheses) that the action of K on p∗ has no ﬁxed points. The proof of the ﬁrst, which
employs the assumption that the Killing form is nondegenerate, borrows an argument of
Kostant and Rallis [15]. The second, requiring no assumptions on the Killing form (but
necessitating the assumption of simplicity of the group) employs properties of a Chevalley
basis of g, the ‘Jordan form’ of elements of g∗ as related by Kac and Weisfeiler [14], and
an analysis of the involutions of certain types of simple groups.
Finally, in Section 8 we introduce the modular Harish–Chandra modules, replacing the
(complexiﬁcation of the) maximal compact subgroup in the Lie group setting with the ﬁxed
point groupK . Using the results of Sections 5 and 7, we establish in Theorem 8.2 that the ir-
reducible ﬁnite dimensional modular Harish–Chandra modules are exactly the irreducible
KG1-modules as previously classiﬁed in Section 5. In other words, as U(g)-modules, the
irreducible ﬁnite dimensional modular Harish–Chandra modules are all restricted mod-
ules. To prove this, we use the theory of reduced enveloping algebras as studied by We-
isfeiler and Kac [29], Friedlander and Parshall [7], and others, in conjunction with one of
the deﬁning characteristics of a Harish–Chandra module, the compatibility of the g- and
Lie (K)-actions. By these means, we show that the irreducible ﬁnite dimensional modu-
lar Harish–Chandra modules will be restricted modules in the absence of ﬁxed points for
K on p∗. The completion of the proof then follows by appealing to Theorems 7.4 and
7.5 cited above. We then close with some comments comparing the classical and modular
Harish–Chandra modules, and an indication of some avenues to pursue with respect to this
new theory of modular Harish–Chandra modules.
2. Preliminaries
In general, we will assume the reader has a working knowledge of algebraic groups such
asmay be found in the standard texts such as [24], andwe utilize the group scheme approach
such as in [12]. Section 2 gathers together some necessary notation and backgroundmaterial
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from the theory of algebraic groups needed for the remainder of this paper, including, in
light of the goals of this work, a brief review of the Steinberg Tensor Product Theorem
in Section 2.2, along with more specialized material in Sections 2.3–2.6. The subsequent
two sections, Sections 3 and 4, then turn to developing preliminary results speciﬁc to the
study of algebraic groups with involutions. As per the introduction, readers looking ﬁrst
simply for precise statements of the main results may wish to simply skim past Sections
2–4, starting at Section 5 and referring back to the earlier sections for notation and further
details as time and interests allow.
2.1. Initial set-up
Throughout the paper, assume k is an algebraically closed ﬁeld of characteristic p> 2,
and G is (at least) a connected, reductive algebraic group over k. Let k[G] denote the
coordinate algebra of G. The Lie algebra g = Lie(G) is a restricted Lie algebra, with
restricted structure given by X → X[p]. For U(g) the universal enveloping algebra of g,
set U[p](g) to be the associated restricted enveloping algebra U[p](g) = U(g)/〈X[p] −
Xp|, X ∈ g〉, of dimension dimk(U[p](g)) = pn for n = dimk(g). We let G-Mod (resp.,
G-mod) denote the category of rational G-modules (resp., ﬁnite-dimensional rational G-
modules). If M ∈ Ob(G-Mod) is irreducible, then M ∈ Ob (G-mod). Writing AlgGrk
for the category of linear algebraic groups over k, take T to be a maximal torus of G, take
X(T )=HomAlgGrk(T ,Gm) to be the characters on T , and letX(T )V =HomAlgGrk(Gm, T )
be the cocharacters. For the Euclidean space E=X(T )⊗zR, andW =W(G, T ) the Weyl
group of G, let (,) denote a W -invariant, positive deﬁnite, symmetric bilinear form on E.
Now take  = (G, T ) be the root system of E with respect to the maximal torus T .
For  ∈ , let ∨ = 2
(,) , so that W is generated by the simple reﬂections s given by
s(x)= x − 2(x, ∨), x ∈ X(T )∨. Taking a Borel subgroup B of G, B ⊃ T , amounts to
a choice of a set of positive roots +, equivalently, to a selection of a set of simple roots
={1, . . . , } ⊂ ,while the oppositeBorel subgroupB− (withB∩B−=T ) corresponds
to − := −+. We write B = T .u, with U the unipotent radical of B, B− = T .U−,
h = Lie(T ), u = Lie(U), u− = Lie(U−), etc. For ,  ∈ (G, T ), write    if and
only if −  is a sum of positive roots. The dominant weights X(T )+ for  are deﬁned by
X(T )+ = { ∈ X(T )|(, ∨)0 ∀ ∈ +}. The dominant weights classify the irreducible
objects ofG-mod, and hence all irreducible rationalG-modules. Up to isomorphism, each
irreducible V ∈ Ob (G-mod) is indexed by its high weight  ∈ X(T )+, regarding  as a
character on B via the quotient map B → T . We let  be the one-dimensional B-module
with  as its weight; note that B− also acts on  via the quotient map B− → T . Let
∇G() be the induced module indGB−(). Then, labelling the irreducible module associated
to  ∈ X(T )+ by V = LG() (or simply L(), if no confusion may arise), we have soc
(LG())∇G().
2.2. Frobenius kernels and the Steinberg Tensor Product Theorem
Suppose G is deﬁned over the subﬁeld Fp of k. Take FG : G → G to be the Frobenius
endomorphism, and for r1, setGr =Ker(F r), the rth Frobenius kernel ofG. ForM aG-
module,M(r) will denote the rth Frobenius twist ofM by the rth Frobenius endomorphism
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F rG. The quotient G/Gr is isomorphic to G, for any r > 0 and for any M ∈ Ob (G-Mod)
and r1, the moduleM(r) is a trivial module for Gr .
For any closed subgroupH ofG, the rth inﬁnitesimal thickeningHGr ofH is the closed






Suppose G is semisimple, simply connected, and deﬁned and split over Fp. Unlike G,
the Frobenius kernels Gr(r1) are nonreduced algebraic k-groups, so we do not have an
immediate knowledge of the irreducible modules for theGr , e.g. in terms of a classiﬁcation
bydominantweights, aswedo for the reduced groupG. Nonetheless, themodules forGr and
forG are closely linked. Any irreducible rationalGr -module extends uniquely to a rational
G-module. Set X(T )r = { ∈ X(T )|(, ∨i ) <pr, i = 1, . . . , }, the r-restricted dominant
weights. For ∈ X(T )+, decompose into itsp-adic expansion=∑mi=0 pii , i ∈ X(T )1
for all i. Steinberg’s Tensor Product Theorem says
L()L(0)⊗ L(1)(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ L(m)(m).
The theorem and its proof yield a classiﬁcation of the irreducible modules for Gr , for
any r1, namely the isomorphism classes of irreducible modules for Gr are indexed
by X(T )r . If Lr() denotes the irreducible Gr -module associated to  ∈ X(T )r , then
Lr()resGGrL().
The determination of irreducible G-modules thus reduces, in a sense, to the problem of
understanding twisted versions of the irreduciblemodules with restricted dominant weights.
These underlying modules restrict to irreducible modules for the Frobenius kernelsGr . (In
fact, L()(r)L(pr),  ∈ X(T )1). Furthermore, the determination of degrees, charac-
ters, etc. for irreducible G-modules reduces to similar questions for G1, or equivalently
to questions about modules for the restricted enveloping algebra U[p](g), by the equiva-
lence of the category of rational G1-modules with the category of restricted modules for
the restricted Lie algebra g. In particular, the modules LG(),  ∈ X(T )1, constitute the
irreducible restricted g-modules; these are distinct for distinct .
2.3. Chevalley basis
As in, e.g., [26], the Lie algebra g=Lie(G) of a semisimple, simply connected algebraic
groupGwith root systemmay be obtained from Chevalley’sZ-form for gC (the complex
semisimple Lie algebra with root system ) via g = gz⊗zk. Here, gz is a free Z-module
with Chevalley basis denoted Hi = Hi , i ∈ , and X ∈ gC,  ∈ . In particular, for
any  ∈ , H ∈ hC is deﬁned by (H)= (,∨).
The corresponding basis {hi=hi , e|i=1, . . . l,  ∈ } of g, given by settingh=H⊗1
and e =X ⊗ 1, will have a similar multiplication table, so for later reference, we record
the needed data on structure constants below.
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Lemma 2.3.1. Let  be a ﬁxed root system in a Euclidean space E with inner product (,)
invariant under the action of the Weyl group of G. Let ,  ∈ , and take= {1, . . . , l}
to be a set of simple roots. Then the structure constants of gc with respect to the Chevalley
basis {Hi,X} are as follows:
(a) [Hi,Hj ] = 0;
(b) [Hi,X] = (, ∨i )X;
(c) [X, X−] =H =∑i ciHi f or ci ∈ Z;
(d) [X, X]=±(r + 1)X+ if + is a root, where − r, . . . ,, . . . ,+ (q+ 1)
is the -string of roots through ;
(e) [X, X] = 0 if +  = 0 and +  is not a root.
2.4. Nondegeneracy of the Killing form
In the case G is simply connected and semisimple, then the restricted Lie algebra g =
Lie(G) often also possesses a nondegenerate Killing form . The Chevalley basis of g can
be used, for example, to establish the following lemma (as recorded for Lie algebras in
[23]).
Lemma 2.4.1. Let k beanalgebraically closedﬁeld, char (k)=p> 3.LetG ∈ Ob(AlgGrk)
be semisimple and simply connected, with decompositionG=G1 × · · · ×Gn into a direct
product of simple subgroups. Then the Killing form  : g× g → k is nondegenerate if and
only if p satisﬁes the additional restrictions below, depending upon the types of the Gi :
(1) p(n+ 1) for all Gi of type An or Cn;
(2) p(2n− 1) for all Gi of type Bn;
(3) p(n− 1) for all Gi of type Dn;
(4) p = 5 for all Gi of type E8.
Let g∗ =Homk(g, k) be the k-linear dual. If  is nondegenerate, ¯ : g → g∗, ¯(X)(Y )=
(X, Y ), deﬁnes an isomorphism of g-modules, g∗ as a contragredient module induced
from the adjoint action ad: g → g. Under the adjoint actionAd ofG on g, g∗ also becomes
aG-module in the usual way, and ¯ is aG-module map. Thus, under hypotheses of Lemma
2.4.1, g and g∗ are isomorphic G-modules via ¯.
2.5. The contragredient Jordan decomposition
Let G be a semisimple and simply connected algebraic group over k. Viewing g as
a subalgebra of an endomorphism algebra, each element X ∈ g has an additive Jordan
decomposition X = Xs + Xn into its semisimple and nilpotent parts. Fix T , B, B− as in
(2.1), and recall the elements {h, e} containing the Chevalley basis {hi, e} of g. The idea
for the following Jordan-type decomposition for g∗ is attributed in [14] to Springer and
proved there as Theorem 4.
Proposition 2.5.1. Assume the notation and set-up of the preceding paragraph. Let	 ∈ g∗.
Then there exists a unique decomposition 	=	s +	n of 	 where the linear functional 	s
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and 	n meet the following condition: there exists a g ∈ G so that
(1) (g.	s)(u⊕ u−)= 0;
(2) (g.	n)(h⊕ u)= 0;
(3) (g.	s)(h)= 0 implies (g · 	n)(e±)= 0.
Remark 2.5.2. (1) Upon replacing T , B, and B− by gT g−1, gBg−1, and gB−1g−1, re-
spectfully, we may take g = 1 in Proposition 2.5.1.
(2) If gg∗ asG-modules, then the Jordan decomposition given in Proposition 2.5.1 can
be seen to agree with the usual Jordan decomposition in g.
2.6. A central subalgebra O ofU(g) and the restricted enveloping algebras
Suppose g is an arbitrary ﬁnite dimensional restricted Lie algebra over k. TakingO=O(g)
to be the subalgebra ofU(g) generated by the elementsX[p] −Xp,X ∈ g, deﬁnes a central
subalgebra ofU(g). The quotient ofU(g) by the ideal generated by the augmentation ideal
O+ of O yields precisely the restricted enveloping algebraU[p](g).
As rings, OS(g), the symmetric algebra of g, and taking homomorphisms in the cate-
gory Algk of k-algebras, HomAlgk (O(g), k)g
∗
. By this means we identify a character 

on O with the element 
 ∈ g∗ giving rise to it. For 
 : O→ k, following [29] and [7], the
reduced enveloping algebra associated to 




is viewed as a one-dimensional O-algebra via 
.
In the particular case 
 = 0,U0(g)U[p](g), so the family {U
(g)} includes the usual
restricted enveloping algebra of g. For any 
, dimk(U
(g)) = pn, n = dimk(g), following
from the structure ofU(g) as a free O-module of rank pn. The ﬁnite dimensionality of any
irreducible g-module may also be deduced from the properties of O (see, e.g. [7]).
In particular, for any irreducible g-module M , Schur’s lemma applies to show k =
Endg(M) ⊃ EndU(g)(M). From this, the center Z of U(g) acts on M by scalar multi-
plication, hence to each irreducible moduleM there corresponds a character 
M :Z→ k.
Since O ⊂Z, employing the same notation for the restriction of 
M to O gives a character
on O corresponding to M . In this manner, each irreducible g-module becomes an irre-
ducible module for some reduced enveloping algebraU
(g) (with the irreducible restricted
g-modules occurring as irreducible modules for U[p](g)). In Section 8, we will employ
this to establish our main result Theorem 8.2 about the structure of the ﬁnite dimensional
modular Harish–Chandra modules.
Finally, to prove Theorem 8.2, we will also need one further fact about the structure ofO.
Suppose g is the Lie algebra of an algebraic group G deﬁned over Fp. Then the semilinear
map g → O, X → X[p] − Xp, which induces the isomorphism S(g)O, also induces an
isomorphism OS(g(1)) of G-modules under the adjoint action Ad.
3. Involutions and ﬁxed point groups
We keep the notation and assumptions of Section 2, particularly the set-up in Section 2.1.
An automorphism ofG ∈ Aut(G) is an involution  ofG if 2=1.For the remainder of the
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paper, we will furthermore always assume that an involution is not the identity morphism:
 = 1 ∈ Aut(G).
Remark 3.1. (1) For groups G of classical type (e.g., G isomorphic to GLn(k), SLn(k),
On(k), SOn(k), or Spn(k), n = 2m), the involutions  ∈ Aut(G) (up to conjugacy) are
fairly easy to write down directly, and include such familiar examples as the automorphism
(g)= (gt )−1 (transpose inverse).
(2) Let Int x denote the inner automorphism of any algebraic group G associated to
x ∈ G. Using Proposition 3.2(1) below, one may easily check that Int x is an involution if
and only if x = 1 is a semisimple element for which x2 ∈ Z(G), the center of G.
(3) Classiﬁcations of involutions of simple algebraic groups over k appear in [8,25],
following a long history of work on this problem in the characteristic zero case.
We now set down further results about involutions which will be pertinent to the devel-
opments in this work. The ﬁrst observation makes it possible to apply the more general
analysis of semisimple automorphisms in [27].
Proposition 3.2. (1) An involution  ∈ Aut(G) is a semisimple automorphism, i.e. the
effect of  on G can be realized as conjugation by a semisimple element in some algebraic
group containing G.
(2) For every involution  of an algebraic group G, there is a maximal torus T of G and
a Borel subgroup B containing T so that each is stabilized by .
Proof. Part (2) will follow from [27, Theorem 7.5] once part (1) is established. Consider
the semidirect product G〈〉. By construction, this is an algebraic group in which  acts
onG by conjugation. Take the Jordan decomposition =su of  insideG〈〉. If u = 1,
then the order of u is divisible by p= char(k)> 2, forcing the order of  to be greater than
2, a contradiction. Thus = s , so  is a semisimple automorphism. 
For example let G = SLn(k), and take  to be the involution of G given by (x) =
J tx−1J, x ∈ G, where J = [ai,j ]1 i,jn satisﬁes ai,n−i+1 = 1, and ai,j = 0 otherwise.
Then themaximal torusT of diagonalmatrices, and theBorel subgroupB of upper triangular
matrices containing T , are each stable under .
The existence in general of such maximal tori and Borel subgroups containing them will
be a key factor allowing us to proﬁtably relate the root system of the ﬁxed point subgroup
of an involution (as discussed below) with the root system ofG. Thus, for later convenience
we will now make the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 3.3. For an algebraic group G with involution , call (T , B) a -stable pair
if T = (T ) is a -stable maximal torus of G and B = (B) a -stable Borel subgroup
containing T .
We let
K =G : ={g ∈ G|(g)= g}
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the ﬁxed point set of  inG. The set K is obviously a subgroup of the abstract group ofG.
Moreover, K a closed subgroup of G, for  : G→ G deﬁned by g → (g)= (g)g−1 is
a map of varieties, and K =G = −1(1).
The algebraic groupK will play a fundamental role in our adaptation of the characteristic
zero theory of Harish–Chandra modules to the characteristic p> 2 setting. Our next result
provides a very useful description of K and a maximal torus of it, providing the set-up for
later results lining the root system of G with that of K .
Proposition 3.4. Let G be a simply connected and semisimple algebraic group, with invo-
lution  ∈Aut(G), ﬁxed point subgroup K =G, and -stable pair (T , B).
(1) K =G is a connected reductive group.
(2) T ∩K is a maximal torus of K and B ∩K is a Borel subgroup of K.
(3) Take S = T ∩K . Then Lie(T )= zg(S) inside g.
Proof. Part (1) is an immediate consequence of [27, Theorem 8.1], which shows the anal-
ogous result for any semisimple automorphism of G.
Next, according to [19, Lemma 5.1], ifG is a connected, reductive algebraic group with
(T , B) a -stable pair, then T ∩K◦ is a maximal torus ofK◦ andB∩K◦ is a Borel subgroup
of K◦. Now, by part (1), K = K◦ if G is semisimple and simply connected, thus yielding
part (2).
To prove part (3), we ﬁrst note that by part (2), S = T ∩ K is maximal torus of K , so
in particular S is diagonalizable, and hence by [3, Proposition 9.4], Lie (ZG(S)) = zg(S)
inside g. Now, by [19, Lemma 5.3], for any connected reductive group with involution, if
S′ is any maximal torus of the ﬁxed point group K , then ZG(S′) is a maximal torus of G.
This implies T = ZG(S), whence Lie(T )= zg(S), as claimed. 
Remark 3.5. A number of the results of Proposition 3.4 hold under more general hypothe-
ses, as follows:
(1) For G a connected reductive algebraic group, K◦ is a reductive group by Vust, [28,
1.0]. Although [28] assumes char(k)= 0, a number of the results of that paper hold in
the more general case p> 2, as noted in [19].
(2) Part (3) of Proposition 3.4 holds if T is just any -stable torus.
The presence of an involution on G is also reﬂected in the behavior of the Lie algebra g
of G, recorded in the following easy, but important proposition:
Proposition 3.6. (Richardson [19]). For  an involution of G, let  also denote the as-
sociated differential, a Lie algebra automorphism of g. As a vector space, g decomposes
as
g= k⊕ p,
where p is by deﬁnition the −1-eigenspace of  in g, and the +1-eigenspace equals
Lie(K)= k.
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Proof. Assume the set-up of the proof of Proposition 3.2(1). The subgroup 〈〉 is a diago-
nalizable group acting on G by conjugation, with K =G = ZG(〈〉). By [3, Proposition
9.4] again, Lie(ZG(〈〉))= zg(〈〉). The latter subspace is the ﬁxed points of the differential
 acting on g, therefore k is the +1 eigenspace of . Since  has order two,  can have only
the eigenvalues ±1. From this the proposition follows. 
To complete this section, we utilize Proposition 3.6 to produce a nice representation of
a linear functional on the −1-eigenspace p of  on g. This will be of use in establishing
the somewhat technical results of Section 7, which we will subsequently employ in our
exploration of modular Harish–Chandra modules in Section 8.
Before giving Proposition 3.7, let us note that the decomposition of Proposition 3.6 allows
us to identify p∗ as a subspace of g∗, simply by taking any linear functional 	 : p → k
and extending it to g by setting 	|k = 0. Under the natural dual action of  on g∗,p∗ is the
−1-eigenspace. Now, as an element of g∗,	 has a Jordan decomposition 	= 	s + 	n as
in Proposition 2.5.1.
Proposition 3.7. Let  be an involution of a semisimple, simply connected algebraic group
G. Given 	 ∈ p∗, let 	 = 	s + 	n be its Jordan decomposition when 	 is regarded as a
linear functional on g. Then both 	s ,	n belong to p∗.
Proof. We need only check that 	s ,	n ∈ p∗, i.e. that 	s ,	n vanish on k. Since  ∈
Aut(g) carries a Borel subalgebra b = h + u to another Borel subalgebra, etc. it follows
from Proposition 2.5.1 that
(	)= (	s)+ (	n) (3.1)
is the Jordan decomposition of (	) ∈ g∗. However, 	|k = 0, so (	)=−	=−	s − 	n.
Thus, from (3.1) and the uniqueness of the Jordan decomposition,−	s=(	s) and−	n=
(	n). 
4. Linear orderings
Set-up 4.1: In this section,Gwill denote a semisimple, simply connected algebraic group
over k, with involution  ∈Aut (G). Take (T , B) to be a -stable pair as in Deﬁnition 3.3 and
S = T ∩K , (resp., BK =B ∩K) the corresponding maximal torus (resp., Borel subgroup)
as in Proposition 3.4(2), with corresponding positive roots (G, T )+ (resp., (K, S)+).
Set X0 = ann(S), the annihilator of S ⊂ T ;X(S) is isomorphic to the quotient X(T )/X0,
via the restriction map  : X(T )X(S) taking 
 → 
|S, 
 ∈ X(T ).
This section provides an ordering onX(T ) that is compatible with the partial ordering
on(G, T )+ (Lemma 4.5), and for which  : X(T )→ X(S) behaves well enough (Propo-
sition 4.6) to carry out the analysis in Section 5 ofKGr -modules requiring comparisons of
weights for S and weights for T . The ordering provides a means to compare (G, T )+ and
(K, S)+ which is not naturally present for an arbitrary subgroup H <G, and is trivially
present in the case H = B, T , i.e. when considering TGr or BGr instead of KGr .
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Following [21], we make the following deﬁnition (which is in fact valid for any subgroup
of X(T ), in place of X0):
Deﬁnition 4.2. AnX0-linear order onX(T ) is a linear order> (compatible with addition)
on X(T ) for which

> 0 and 
 ≡  (modX0) implies > 0 for all 
,  ∈ X(T ).
For our purposes, the interesting consequence of introducing anX0-linear order onX(T )
is the following.
Proposition 4.3. Assume that > is an X0-linear order on X(T ). The restriction map  :
X(T )→ X(S) induces a linear order (also denoted >) on X(S) for which (
)> 0 if and
only if 
> 0, for 
 ∈ X(T )\X0.
Proof. Given anX0-linear order> ofX(T ), letX(T )>0 be the set of all positive elements
in X(T ). Now deﬁne a linear order on X(S) by taking the positive elements to be the set
(X(T )>0\(X0 ∩X(T )>0)). By construction, this order on X(S) satisﬁes the claim of the
proposition. 
Let us now further examine the annihilator X0. First of all, since T is -stable,  acts
naturally on the set X(T ), namely, for 
 ∈ X(T ), deﬁne .
 ∈ X(T ) by putting .
(t) =

((t)) for all t ∈ T .
Lemma 4.4. Assume Set-up (4.1). Then X0 = {











since t(t) ∈ T  = S. Thus, X0 ⊂ {
 ∈ X(T )|
 + .
 = 0}. Conversely, if 
 + .
 = 0,







holds. The torus S = T  is connected, hence 
(T ) is a connected subgroup of Gm. From
this it follows that 
(t)= 1 for all t ∈ T , therefore {
 ∈ X(T )|
+ .
= 0} ⊂ X0. 
Our aim is to relate the root groups (G, T ) and (K, S) via a sufﬁciently nice X0-
linear ordering on X(T ). In our next result, we will combine the line of argument of [20,
Proposition 2], with the more general setting considered in [21], to prove that there exists
an X0-linear order compatible with the partial ordering  of (G, T )+.
Lemma 4.5. Keep the assumptions and notation of (4.1). There exists an X0-linear order
> on X(T ) such that if  is a root of T in B then > 0.
Proof. First, extend the usual partial ordering of(G, T )+ to a partial ordering ofX(T )
by any means, then to a linear ordering of X(T ), using the fact that any partially ordered
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set can be given a compatible linear ordering. By abuse of notation, we will also denote this
linear ordering on X(T ) by . Now, since B is -stable,  permutes the roots of T in B.
Thus .  0 for all  ∈ (G, T )+. Consequently, + .  0, so by our characterization
of X0 in Lemma 4.4 above, no ﬁnite sum of elements in (G, T )+ is contained in X0.
In the remainder of this argument, we shall use the fact just proved, together with the
linear ordering onX(T ), to build a particular linear order onX(S). Pulling back the latter
order to X(T ) will determine the desired X0-linear order onX(T ).
Consider now the collection of S of subsets A ⊂ X(S) containing ((G, T )+) and
satisfying
(1) 0 /∈A.
(2) If ,  ∈ A, then +  ∈ A.
Under the partial ordering given by set inclusion, every chain C1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cn ⊂ · · · in
S has an upper bound
⋃
iCi in S. To see that S is nonempty, we construct a set A as
follows: Label the ﬁnite set (G, T )+ by {1, . . . ,m}. Let Ai = {ni |n ∈ Z>0}. Then
deﬁneA′ := ⋃mi=1Ai∪⋃i<j (Ai+Aj)∪⋃i<j<k (Ai+Aj+Ak)∪· · ·∪(A1+· · ·+Am).
Finally, set A := (A′). Since no ﬁnite sum of elements in (G, T )+ is contained in X0,
A′ satisﬁes property (1), and it meets (2) by construction. Thus, the homomorphic image A
also satisﬁes (1) and (2), since X0 = Ker(). Trivially, A contains ((G, T )+) and thus
A ∈S.
We now apply Zorn’s lemma to S, and we see there exists a subset X(S)>0 ⊂ X(S)
containing ((G, T )+)which is maximal with respect to the properties (1) and (2) above.
Suppose  is any nonzero element of X(S). We want to show that  ∈ X(S)>0 or − ∈
X(S)>0. If  /∈X(S)>0, then consider the set X(S)>0 ∪ { + n| ∈ X(S)>0, n ∈ Z>0}.
This set satisﬁes property (2), hence by the maximality of X(S)>0, 0 ∈ { + n| ∈
X(S)>0, n ∈ Z>0}. Thus for some m ∈ Z>0 and for some  ∈ X(S)>0,  + m = 0,
whence m(−) =  ∈ X(S)>0. Suppose − /∈X(S)>0. Then, likewise, there exists an
n ∈ Z>0 for which n ∈ X(S)>0. By property (2), 0 = n(m(−)) + m(n) ∈ X(S)>0,
contradicting (1). Consequently, − ∈ X(S)>0, as desired.
We are now able to deﬁne a linear order on X(S) by taking the set X(S)>0 to be the set
of positive elements. To construct theX0-linear order> onX(T ), ﬁrst take any linear order
on X0, with X0+ its set of positive elements. Next, choose the subset X0+ + −1(X(S)>0)
of X(T ) to form the positive elements X(T )>0 for the linear order >. This produces an
X0-linear order> on X(T ) which has the property that > 0 for any root  of T in B. 
Let us call any X0-linear ordering satisfying Lemma 4.5 a -order. 1 The existence of a
-order allows us, in our last result of this section, to give the promised description of the
root system (K, S) with respect to (G, T ).
Proposition 4.6. Let G be a semisimple, simply connected algebraic group with ﬁxed point
group K = G,  an involution of G. Take (T ,B) to be a -stable pair, and S = T ∩ K .
1 We note that A.G. Helminck has employed the same terminology for a similar but different order (e.g.
see [8]).
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Suppose that > is a -order. Then:
(1) For any  ∈ (G, T )+,()> 0 in X(S).
(2) If  ∈ (G, T ) then () = 0.
(3) If  ∈ (K, S) then = () for some  ∈ (G, T ).
Proof. If 
 ∈ X(T )\X0, Proposition 4.3 gives us that (
)> 0 if 
> 0. However, > 0
for  ∈ (G, T )+ by Lemma 4.5. Thus (1) will follow if X0 ∩ (G, T )+ = 0. In fact,
X0 ∩(G, T )= 0. To see that this holds, recall that Lie(T )= zg(S) by Proposition 3.4(3).
That is, the zero weight spaces of T and S in g agree, whence X0 ∩ (G, T )= 0. By this
and the linearity of the ordering, (2) follows as well.
As for (3), every nonzero weight of S acting on g arises as the restriction of a root of
T . In particular, since k ⊂ g, the roots of K with respect to S arise as restrictions of roots
of T . 
5. Irreducible modules for KGr
Set-up 5.1: Unless otherwise noted,G will be a semisimple, simply connected algebraic
group, deﬁned and split over Fp, and  ∈ Aut(G) will be an involution deﬁned over Fp.
From Proposition 3.4, K =G is a connected, reductive algebraic group; we will assume
K is also split over Fp. As in Proposition 3.2(2), Deﬁnition 3.3, and Proposition 3.4(2), we
may take a -stable pair (T, B) forG, and from it get a pair (S, BK) consisting of a maximal
torus S = T ∩K and a Borel subgroup BK = B ∩K for K . Finally, we ﬁx a -ordering >
ofX(T )with the properties of Proposition 4.6. The modules of the inﬁnitesimal thickening
KGr, r1, will be the main topic of study in this section. Our goal is to reduce the study
of the irreducible isKGr -modules to certain tensor products of twisted modules forK and
modules for Gr .
Recall that we have taken {L()| ∈ X(T )+} as a representative collection of the simple
G-modules. SinceK is reductive, we may likewise take the set of dominant weightsX(S)+
and a corresponding complete set of irreducible rational K-modules {LK()| ∈ X(S)+}.
Deﬁne a special KGr -module by
L(,) := LK()(r) ⊗ L()|KGr (5.1)
for  ∈ X(S)+ and  ∈ X(T )r , taking the rth Frobenius twist of LK().
Let us simultaneously describe theKGr -action on L(,) and motivate our proposal of
themodulesL(,) as interestingmodules to consider.Wewish to note the similarities of the
situation at hand with so-called Clifford Theory methods relating the study of modules for a
ﬁnite group tomodule theory for its normal subgroups.The normality ofGr inG implies that
ofGr inKGr .Also, sinceK is reduced and deﬁned over Fp, a straightforward check shows
that the quotientKGr/Gr is isomorphic toK . SinceGr acts trivially on a twisted module,
and KGr/GrK , the factor LK()(r) above may be regarded as a module for KGr/Gr ,
and hence for KGr . This said, KGr acts on L(,) in the obvious manner (by acting on
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each factor). Furthermore, the second factor ofL(,), upon restricting toGr , becomes the
irreducibleGr -moduleLr(). Under similar circumstances in the ﬁnite group case (e.g., see
[5, Theorem 51.7]), an irreducible representation for a ﬁnite group decomposes as a tensor
product of a representation for the factor group and one related to the normal subgroup.
With this in mind, we aim to prove that the modules L(,) are irreducibleKGr -modules.
Our next lemma will complete the necessary tools.
Lemma 5.3. The restriction  : X(T ) → X(S) sends dominant weights X(T )+ to domi-
nant weights X(S)+.
Proof. Recall that by Lemma 4.5, the usual ordering of positive roots determined by the
-stable Borel subgroup B of G is compatible with respect to the -linear order on X(T ).
If  ∈ X(T )+, then  is the high weight of the irreducible G-module L(), with maximal
vector v+ ∈ L(). That is, there exists an extension ¯ of  to a representation of B for
which b.v+ = ¯(b)v+ for all b ∈ B. Now, take L()|K and consider the K-submodule V
generated by v+. This submodule remains stable under the restriction of B to B ∩K =BK .
Since BK is a Borel subgroup of K , we conclude that v+ is a maximal vector of weight
() inside the K-module V . From this it follows that () must be the high weight of
some irreducible K-module, that is, () ∈ X(S)+. 
Lemma 5.4. For theKGr -moduleL(,),wehave the following description of theweights
with respect to the action of the torus S ⊂ K:
(1) = pr+ () ∈ X(S) is a weight of L(,) and  ∈ X(S)+;










where () ∈ X(S)+,()> 0 for all  ∈ (G, T )+, and m,m ∈ Z0.
Proof. The weights of a torus acting on a tensor product arise as the sums of the weights
of the two factors, so certainly L(,) has = pr+ () as a weight. Now,  ∈ X(T )+,
so we have () ∈ X(S)+ by Lemma 5.3. Since a sum of dominant weights is another
dominant weight, we conclude that  ∈ X(S)+, proving (1).
To prove (2), we consider the weights of Lk() and L()|KGr a little further. First,
 ∈ X(S)+ (resp.,  ∈ X(T )+) is the high weight ofLK() (resp.,L()).All other weights
of LK() have the form −∑∈(K,S)+m, withm ∈ Z, m0. Similarly, any weight
in X(T ) of L() has the form −∑∈(K,S)+m, with the m ∈ Z, m0.
Recall that under the -linear ordering, () is a positive weight for  ∈ (G, T )+, by
Proposition 4.6.Anyweight inX(S) is a restriction of aweight inX(T ), hence if  is aweight
of S acting on Lr()=L()|KGr , then must be of the form (−
∑
m) with ()> 0
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for all  ∈ (G, T )+. In particular, note that ( −∑m) = () −∑m() is the
difference of a dominant weight () and a nonnegative Z-linear combination of positive
weights in (K, S). From these observations, we see that any weight of S acting on the
tensor product L(,)must be of the form pr(−∑m)+ ()−∑m() as above.
This proves (2). 
We now show that not only are the modules L(,) irreducible, but they constitute (up
to isomorphism) all the irreducible modules of KGr .
Theorem 5.5. The irreduciblemodules forKGr are exactly themodules of the formL(,)
for  ∈ X(S)+ and  ∈ X(T )r .
Proof. Let V be an irreducibleKGr -module. Let L be an irreducibleGr -submodule of V ;
then LLr() for some  ∈ X(T )r where Lr() extends to the G-module L(). Next,
HomGr (L, V )(L∗ ⊗ V )Gr , hence is a module for KGr/Gr and thus for KGr . Now:
HomGr (L, V )⊗L()|KGr → V, ⊗x → (x), deﬁnes aKGr -module map. Since L ⊂
V , HomGr (L, V ) = 0, hence Im () = 0. By the irreducibility of V , Im ()= V , i.e.,
is surjective. On the other hand, observe that dimk(HomGr (L, V )⊗L()|KGr )dimk(V )
as follows: Since k is algebraically closed, certainly dimk(HomGr (L, V )) counts the num-
ber m of appearances of L in soc (V |GR), therefore dimk(HomGr (L, V ) ⊗ L()|KGr ) =
dimk(L⊕m)dimk(soc(VGr ))dimk(V ).Thus, is aKGr -module isomorphism. There-
fore, the irreducibility of V implies HomGr (L, V ) must be an irreducibleKGr -module.
Since Gr acts trivially on HomGr (L, V ), and KGr/GrK , the module HomGr (L, V )
is in fact an irreducible twisted K-module by [12, II, 3.16]. Thus HomGr (L, V ) can be
identiﬁed with LK()(r) for some  ∈ X(S)+. This proves that V has the form L(,) as
claimed.
Now we take a module L(,) as in (5.1). Our ﬁrst observation is that the only compo-
sition factor (up to isomorphism) of L(,)|Gr is Lr(): as above, Gr acts trivially on the
twisted module LK()(r), so if n= dimk(LK()), we have L(,)|GrLr()⊕n.
We now prove that L(,) is irreducible as a KGr -module. Take V to be a composition
factor of L(,). By the ﬁrst part of the proof of this theorem, VL(′,′) for some
′ and ′. Upon restricting to Gr, V |GrL(′,′)|Gr has composition factor Lr(′), but
L(,)|Gr has only Lr() as Gr -composition factor, hence ′ = . By (1) of Lemma 5.4











On the other hand, theweight =pr+()must appear as theweight of some composition
factor of L(,), so suppose without loss of generality that this factor is L(′,). By the
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Rewriting (5.3) using (5.2) produces






































 are all nonnegative, we conclude from (5.3) these coefﬁcients must all
be zero. Returning to, say, (5.2), we ﬁnd that = ′. Therefore L(,)= L(′,)V , so
L(,) is irreducible. This establishes the theorem. 
The proof above was motivated by the Cline et al. proof in [4] of Steinberg’s Tensor
Product Theorem. Although their presentation did not employ the machinery of Frobenius
kernels, we have taken from their closing comments the suggestion that their proof could
be interpreted in that light (though they considered only G1), and the suggestiveness of
Clifford Theory methods in relation to such an approach.
Indeed, as previously noted, the subsequent development along these lines of a theory of
modules for TGr and BGr (in this case, for T any maximal torus of G and B any Borel
subgroup), has proved quite useful in the study of G-modules. In this light, our study of
KGr -Mod adds a new but adjoining room to the house of representation theory already
primed to the use of inﬁnitesimal thickenings. However, in the TGr and BGr cases, the
relations between the weights of T , resp., B and those of G were trivial, so passing from
a tensor product decomposition of modules for TGr or BGr to a classiﬁcation in terms of
weights presented no problem. In our case, we have needed to work harder to ﬁnd such a
link, which does not obviously exist in the context of modules for an arbitrary subgroup
scheme of the formHGr ,H a closed subgroup ofG. The fact thatK is reductive and that the
weights of S are nicely linked to the weights of T allows us to characterize the irreducible
KGr -modules not only as tensor products, but also by a kind of ‘high weight’ inX(S)+. Let
H=X(S)+ ×X(T )r be the product set. Let V =L(,) be an irreducibleKGr -module.
Call the pair (,) ∈H corresponding to the dominant weight = pr+ () ∈ X(S)+
the high weight of V . The high weight of an irreducible KGr -module is well deﬁned, by
the proof of Theorem (5.5). That proof yields then following two corollaries.
Corollary 5.9. Up to isomorphism, the set of irreducible KGr -modules is indexed by the
setH of high weights.
Corollary 5.10. For L(,) an irreducible KGr -module as in Theorem 5.5, every Gr -
composition factor of L(,) is isomorphic to Lr().
Finally, we further note that the proof of Theorem 5.5 would hold for any sub-
group scheme HGr of G, r > 0, with H a closed subgroup scheme of G, under the
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assumptions that
(1) G is a semisimple simply connected algebraic group over an algebraically closed ﬁeld
k with char (k)= p> 0, deﬁned and split over the prime ﬁeld Fp;
(2) H is connected reductive and deﬁned and split over Fp;
(3) ZG(S)= T where T is a maximal torus of G and S is a maximal torus of H ;
(4) For T a torus of G and S a torus of H , there exists an X0-linear ordering of X(T )
compatible in the sense of Lemma 4.5 and which satisﬁes the properties of Proposition
4.6 for some choices of positive roots.
A candidate for another such H is a Levi subgroup H ⊃ T of G (i.e. a Levi factor of
a parabolic subgroup of G), taking the X0-linear ordering to be deﬁned by extending the
usual partial ordering on (G, T )+ to a linear ordering of X(T ), as in the beginning of the
proof of Lemma 4.5.
6. Injective envelopes
Keep the assumptions of Section 5. With a description of the irreducible KGr -modules
in hand, we look next to describe the injective indecomposable modules of this category.
Note that the categories of K-modules, Gr -modules, and KGr -modules all have enough
injectives ([12, I, 3.9(b)]). Let h be the Coxeter number of the Weyl groupW associated to
G. For  ∈ X(T )r , let Qr() denote the indecomposable injective Gr -module with socle
Lr(). Recall that Lr() lifts to theG-module L(). A proof of the next result appears e.g.,
in [12, II, 11].
Proposition 6.1. Suppose char(k) = p2h − 2. Then the Gr -module Qr() lifts to a
(rational) G-module.
Let Q() denote the lift of Qr(). In addition, for any  ∈ X(S)+, set IK() to be the
injective indecomposable K-module with socle LK(). We may now formulate the main
result of this section, the identiﬁcation of the injective hulls of the irreducibleKGr -modules.
Theorem 6.2. Let p2h − 2, and L(,) an indecomposable KGr -module. Then the
injective hull of L(,) in KGr -Mod is I (,) := IK()(r) ⊗Q()|KGr .
Proof. First, we show that I (,)= IK()(r)⊗Q()|KGr is injective. LetM be any ﬁnite
dimensional KGr -module. It sufﬁces to show that ExtnKGr (M, I (,)) = 0 for all n> 0.
Take the spectral sequence [12, I, 6.6(1)]
E
n,m
2 = ExtnKGr/Gr (k,ExtmGr (M, I (,)))⇒ Extn+mKGr (M, I (,)). (6.1)
Next, Gr acts trivially on IK()(r), so
ExtmGr (M, I (,))= ExtmGr (M, IK()(r) ⊗Q()|KGr )
 ExtmGr (M,Q()|KGr )⊗ IK()(r).
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However, as aGr -moduleQ()|KGr=Qr(), hence is injective. From this, ExtmGr (M,Q()|KGr )= 0 for all m1, so the spectral sequence (6.1) degenerates, yielding
ExtnKGr/Gr (k,HomGr (M,Q()|KGr )⊗ IK()(r))ExtnKGr (M, I (,)). (6.2)
Finally, IK() is injective for K , so the twisted module IK()(r) is injective for KGr/Gr .
Tensoring with an injective module gives an injective module ([12, I, 3.10 (c)]), hence
HomGr (M,Q()|KGr )⊗ IK() is injective. It now follows that:
ExtnKGr/Gr (k,HomGr (M,Q()|KGr )⊗ IK())= 0
for all n> 0, therefore (6.2) implies ExtnKGr (M, I (,))= 0 for all n> 0, as desired.
Second, to complete the proof, we now check that socKGr (I (,)) = L(,). Since
socKGr(M) ⊂ socGr (M) for any KGr -module, andGr acts trivially on IK()(r), we have
socKGr (I (,)) ⊂ socGr (I (,))socGr (⊕AQ()|KGr )⊕ALr(), (6.3)
for |A| = dim (IK()) (usually inﬁnite). On the other hand, we know socKGr (I (,))
is a direct sum of irreducible KGr -modules, each of the form L(′,′), (′,′) ∈ H.
By (6.3) above, the only Gr -composition factor in socKGr (I (,)) is Lr(), hence from
Corollary 5.10, we must have ′ = . Now, to see that L(,) appears once and only once
in socKGr (I (,)), we will prove that dimk(HomKGr (L(
′,), I (,)))=1 if ′ =, and
0 otherwise. We have
HomKGr (L(
′,), I (,))
[L(′,)∗ ⊗ I (,)]KGr
([LK(′)(r)∗ ⊗ L()∗ ⊗ IK()(r) ⊗Q()|KGr ]Gr )KGr/Gr
([LK(′)(r)∗ ⊗ IK()(r) ⊗ L()∗ ⊗Q()|KGr ]Gr )KGr/Gr
[(LK(′)(r)∗ ⊗ IK()(r))⊗ HomGr (Lr(),Q()|KGr )]KGr/Gr . (6.4)
Now HomGr(Lr(), Q()|KGr )k, and is trivial as a module for KGr/GrK . Thus
(6.4) reduces to
HomKGr (L(
′,), I (,))[LK(′)(r)∗ ⊗ IK()(r)]KGr/Gr
HomK(LK(′), IK()),
which equals k if ′ = , and 0 otherwise. The theorem follows. 
7. An invariant theory result
Maintain the notation of the previous section. Let g= k⊕ p be the decomposition given
as in Proposition 3.6. The group K =G acts on g via the restriction of the adjoint action
ofG on g. This induces a contragredient action ofK on g∗, and therefore an action ofK on
p∗. Take p∗K to be the subspace of linear functionals ﬁxed by the action of K . The focus
of this section will be proving that p∗K = 0. Although technical, this result will play a key
role in Section 8 on the category of modular Harish–Chandra modules.
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We have two proofs for this result, under different hypotheses. One (Theorem 7.5) sticks
to the simple group case and requires more sophisticated machinery, but is valid for all
characteristics (recall we are assuming p> 2). The other (Theorem 7.4) draws upon more
classical material, but is limited by the requirement that the Killing form on g be nondegen-
erate, which places restrictions on the value of p. We will provide both proofs, beginning
with the latter and concluding with the former.
That said, until Theorem 7.5, the constraints on the types of the simple factors Gi of G
and the characteristic of k under which we will now operate are those listed in Lemma 2.4.1.
We will require a few preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 7.1. Let G be a semisimple, simply connected algebraic group, with involution
 ∈ Aut(G) and with decompositionG=G1 · · ·Gn into an almost direct product of simple
subgroups. Let  be the Killing form on g,with g=k⊕p the decomposition into eigenspaces
for  ∈ Aut(g), as in Proposition 3.6. Assume p> 3 and
(1) p(n+ 1) for all Gi of type An or Cn;
(2) p(2n− 1) for all Gi of type Bn;
(3) p(n− 1) for all Gi of type Dn;
(4) p = 5 for all Gi of type E8.
Then the restriction ′ = |p×p is nondegenerate.
Proof. By Lemma 2.4.1,  is nondegenerate on g. Thus, we need only show that the
restriction ′ remains nondegenerate. Let us ﬁrst recall that  is invariant under any  ∈
Aut(G). In particular, then,  is -invariant. By [16, Chapter XV, Proposition 1.2], ′ is
nondegenerate if (and only if) p + p⊥ = g. However, letting X ∈ k, Y ∈ p, we ﬁnd
(X, Y )=((X), Y )=(X, (Y ))=−(X, Y ). Thus k ⊥ p, so p⊥ ⊃ k. Since g= k⊕p,
we conclude that p+ p⊥ = g, as we wished to show. 
The next result follows closely a characteristic zero argument of Kostant and Rallis [15].
Lemma 7.2. Assume the set-up of Lemma 7.1. Let s = dimk(p) − dimk(k). Then for any
X ∈ p, dimk(pX)= s + dimk(kX).
Proof. The Killing form  is a symmetric, nondegenerate, ad(g)-invariant bilinear form
on g, invariant under the involution  ∈ Aut(G). In particular, as observed in the proof of
Lemma 7.1, this implies k ⊥ p.
Now, for any X ∈ p, let X be the bilinear form on g deﬁned by setting X(Y,Z) =
(X, [Z, Y ]) for all Y,Z ∈ g. This form is alternating, since [Y,Z]=−[Z, Y ]. Also, by the
associativity of the Killing form, X(Y,Z)=([X,Z], Y ). Consequently, ﬁxingZ ∈ g, we
ﬁnd X(Y,Z)= 0 for all Y ∈ g if and only if Z ∈ gX, since  is nondegenerate. Hence, X
induces a nondegenerate, alternating bilinear form ˜X on g/gX by setting ˜X(Y + gX,Z+
gX)= X(Y,Z).
The existence of such a form ˜X, together with the assumption that k is algebraically
closed, implies that g/gX is even dimensional. Now, p∩ gX = pX, so p/pX can be viewed
as a subspace of g/gX. A similar statement holds for k. It follows that g/gx = k/kX +p/pX.
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Consider now the effect of ˜X on each of these subspaces. The characterization of k
(resp., p) as the +1-eigenspace (resp., −1-eigenspace) of  implies that [k, k], [p,p] ⊂
k. Since X ∈ p and p ⊥ k with respect to , [k, k] and [p,p] are  orthogonal to X,
hence ˜X vanishes on both k/kX and p/pX. If k/kX is not a maximal isotropic subspace
of g/gX, then it is contained in some maximal isotropic subspace V , which must then
have W = V ∩ p/pX = 0. In this case, W is ˜X-orthogonal to both k/kX and p/pX, but
this contradicts the nondegeneracy of ˜X. Therefore k/kX is a maximal isotropic subspace
of g/gX, and likewise, so is p/pX. Now, a maximal isotropic subspace of g/gX can
have dimension at most half dim k(g/gX). This proves that dim k(k/kX) = dim k(p/pX),
hence dim k(k)− dim k(kX)= dim k(p)− dim k(pX), or dim k(pX)− dim k(kX)= s, as
claimed. 
Lemma 7.3. Assume the setup of Lemma 7.1. Then X ∈ pK implies kX = k.
Proof. By deﬁnition, X ∈ pK when Ad (y)(X) = X for all y ∈ K , so Ad|K acts as the
identity 1p on pK . Taking the differential, we get that ad|k must act as the zero function
on pK . In other words, for all Y ∈ k and any X ∈ pK, [Y,X] = 0. Therefore, [X, Y ] = 0,
which by deﬁnition means kX = k. 
Theorem 7.4. Let G be a semisimple, simply connected algebraic group with involution
. Assume, moreover, that G and p meet the conditions of Lemma 2.4.1, so that the Killing
form  on G is nondegenerate. Then p∗K = 0.
Proof. Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3, for any x ∈ pK ,
dim k(pX)= s + dim k(kK)= s + dim k(k)
= dim k(p)− dim k(k)+ dim k(k)= dim k(p).
Since pX ⊂ p, this implies pX = p. Thus,
gX = kX + pX = k+ p= g,
whence X ∈ z(g). Since (e.g. see [23, Theorem 1.7.1]), any abelian ideal of g is contained
in the radical of , but  is nondegenerate, the abelian ideal z(g)=0. ThusX=0, so pK=0.
By Lemma 7.1, |p×p is nondegenerate, hence deﬁnes a vector space isomorphism of p
with p∗. From this we conclude that p∗K = 0, completing the proof of Theorem 7.4. 
Now adding the assumption thatG is simple, let us drop the assumptions of Lemma 2.4.1
and prove that we still get p∗K = 0.
Theorem 7.5. Let G be a simple, simply connected algebraic group with involution . Then
p∗K = 0.
Proof. Suppose  : p → k is K-stable, i.e. is an element of p∗K . Then Q = Ker is a
K-submodule of p. Hence, [Q, k] ⊂ Q. Assume  = 0. Then p/Qk, i.e. dim k(Q) =
dim k(p)− 1. Setting I = k⊕Q thus gives a subalgebra in g= k⊕ p of codimension 1. By
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reducing to the case that  is either semisimple or nilpotent, we will show that, in fact, no
such codimension 1 subalgebra can exist.
By Proposition 3.7, has Jordan decomposition=s+n. It follows from the unique-
ness of the decomposition that s , n ∈ p∗K . If we, as in the proof of that proposition,
view  as an element of g∗, then  has kernel I . Now, I is of codimension 1 if and only if
at least one of s , n = 0. Thus, we may proceed by considering two cases: (1) = s ,
and (2) = n.
Case 1:Assume=s = 0. By Remark 2.5.2, we may assume that(u⊕u−)=0. Thus
I = h′ ⊕⊕∈(G,T )g, for some codimension 1 subspace h′ of h. Now, take {k, hi = hi }
to be a Chevalley basis for g. By Lemma 2.3.1(c), for all i ∈ , [ei , e−i ] = hi ∈ I .
Since the hi span h, we conclude that h ⊂ I , a contradiction. Thus s = 0.
Case 2:Assume =n = 0. As in Proposition 2.5.1 and Remark 2.5.2, we may assume
that (h⊕ u)= 0. In this case, I ⊃ h⊕ u, so I has the form h⊕ u⊕ V for some subspace
V ⊂ u−. Now, because I is a subalgebra, [h, V ] ⊂ V , since [h,u−] ⊂ u−. Necessarily, h
acts semisimply on V , yielding a decomposition of V into weight spaces. At this point, we
will further divide the discussion into two tracks: (a)  is an inner automorphism of G and
(b)  is an outer automorphism (so G is necessarily of type An(n> 2), E6, or Dn(n> 3)).
If  is as in (a), then as per Section 3,  is an inner automorphism =Int t for a semisimple
element t, and we may assume t ∈ T . Thus T ⊂ K , whence we can assume that V =⊕
∈′g, for some subset ′ ⊂ (G, T )−.
Recall that I is codimension 1, so′ must simply be(G, T )−\ for some negative root
. Except in the caseG is of typeA1, where a codimension one ideal containing h⊕umust
trivially equal g, we may now argue as follows. The idea is to use a Chevalley basis and
Lemma 2.3.1 (d) to argue that, whatever  is, there exist two roots 1,2,∈ ′ for which
[e1 , e2 ] = ce
for some nonzero constant c. Then, e ∈ I , whence  is a weight ofV (so g ⊂ V ), yielding
a contradiction. By conjugating by an element of the Weyl group of G (producing another
codimension 1 subalgebra), we may reduce these calculations to the case  is a simple root.
Under the assumption that  is simple, there is some root  for which +  is another root.
Thus, taking 1 = +  and 2 =−, Lemma 2.3.1 (d) speciﬁcally shows that
[e1 , e2 ] = ±(r + 1)e1+2 =±(r + 1)e.
Thus, if p(r+1), we conclude that  is a weight ofV. For every type butG2, for any roots,
r+1 is either 1 or 2, so under our assumption p> 2, this argument shows thatn=0 if  is
inner. In theG2 case, r + 1= 3 can arise leading to a problem with our argument if p= 3.
However, we can check the p= 3 case directly as follows. Recall that the roots for the root
system of type G2 can be labelled as ±1,±(1 + 2),±(21 + 2),±2,±(31 + 2),
and ±(31 + 22), where 1 is the short simple root and 2 is the long simple root. Taking
= 1, we ﬁnd
[e21+2 , e−(1+2)] = ±2e1
and upon taking = 2,
[e−1 , e1+2 ] = ±e2 .
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Thus, again, we may conclude that  is a weight of V. This completes the argument in
case (a).
Now suppose (b)  is outer. In this case, T /⊂ K , so we must use the decomposition of
V into h-weight spaces, and some roots may restrict to the same weight on h. If not, then
the argument for (a) may be repeated. Otherwise, there are two negative roots 1 and 2 for
which 1|h = 2|h, and we face the possibility that a diagonal subspace with weight 1 sits
inside (g1 ⊕ g2)∩V , while neither g1 ⊂ V nor g2 ⊂ V , foiling the argument in (a). We





Y ∈ V, (7.1)
where  ⊂ (G, T )− has the property that if ,′ ∈  then |h = ′|h. We assume
0 = Y ∈ g and that the elements of  are distinct. It sufﬁces to show that each Y in
(7.1) belongs to V, whence g ⊂ V . If a negative root =−
∑
i nii is expressed in terms
of simple roots, we deﬁne ht () =∑i ni (by a slight abuse of notation). We let ht () be
the maximum of the numbers ht (),  ∈ . We will now prove by induction on ht () that
each Y belongs to V, for  as in (7.1).
Suppose ht () = 1. This means all roots  ∈  are simple. Since simple roots have
distinct restrictions to h, there can be only one Y in (7.1). Trivially, then, Y ∈ V .
Now suppose that ht () = n> 1, and that the claim holds whenever ht()n − 1. Let
0 ∈  be a negative root for which ht (0) = n. Since n> 1, there is a simple root
0 for which 0 + 0 ∈ (G, T )−. Put differently, using Lemma 2.3.1 (e), we may say
that for some nonzero coefﬁcient m, 0 = me0+0 = [e0 , Y0 ] ((G, T ) has only one
root length in the cases An,Dn,E6). Then 0 = ′ = [e0 , ] =
∑[e0 , Y] ∈ V . Now,
ht(′)n−1, so (eliminating any zero terms), by inductionwemust have g0+0 ⊂ V . Then
e0 =[e−0 , e0+0 ] ∈ V , whence Y0 ∈ g0 ⊂ V . Let ′′ =−Y0 . If ht (′′)n−1, then
we are done by induction. Otherwise, we may repeat the above process; it must terminate,
since necessarily || is ﬁnite. By induction, the result holds for  of any height. 
8. Modular Harish–Chandra Modules
Keep the assumptions as given in Set-up 5.1. Take U(g) to be the universal enveloping
algebra of g=Lie(G). EmployingU(g) and the ﬁxed point groupK, wewill deﬁne a class of
modules forgwhich is a characteristicp analogue for the characteristic zeroHarish–Chandra
modules of a Lie group. Afterwards, we will prove that, in the ﬁnite dimensional case, the
irreducible modular Harish–Chandra modules are simply the irreducible modules forKG1,
which we completely classiﬁed in Section 5. In particular, we will see that all irreducible
ﬁnite dimensional modular Harish–Chandra modules are restricted modules for g. Once we
have set up the deﬁnition of a Harish–Chandra module immediately below, we will make a
few comments on the context of this deﬁnition.
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Deﬁnition 8.1. A k-vector spaceVwill be said to be aK.g-module ifV satisﬁes the following
conditions:
(1) V is a ﬁnitely generatedU(g)-module;
(2) V is a (rational) K-module;
(3) the action of k= Lie(K) as a subalgebra of g agrees with the differential of the action
of K;
(4) the action map U(g) ⊗ V → V is K-equivariant (here K acts on U(g) by the action
induced from the adjoint action of K on g).
The collection of all such modules will be the objects of a category denoted K.g-Mod,
which we will also call the modular Harish–Chandra modules. A morphism 	 : M →
N of K.g-modules is a K-module and U(g)-module map which intertwines the K- and
U(g)-actions. As usual, K.g-mod will denote the subcategory for which the objects are
ﬁnite-dimensional.
Now for some remarks about Deﬁnition 8.1. Since K is a connected reductive group,
condition (2) will make it possible for us to apply the structure theory for rational rep-
resentations of reductive algebraic k-groups to K.g-modules. Conditions (3) and (4) are
‘compatibility conditions’ for the actions ofK and g. In particular, (4) says that for all t ∈ K
and u ∈ U(g), ((Ad t)(u))(v)= t (u(t−1v)) for all v ∈ V .
In the characteristic zero case, Harish–Chandra modules are deﬁned by requiring the
conditions (1)–(4) of Deﬁnition 8.1 to hold, where g is the complexiﬁed Lie algebra of a
connected semisimple Lie group G0 with ﬁnite center, and K is the complexiﬁcation of a
maximal compact subgroup K0 of G0 (see, e.g., [17]).
In the characteristic zero situation, K0 determines a Cartan involution  on g for which
the complexiﬁed Lie algebra of k of K0 is the ﬁxed points g; this involution lifts to one of
the complexiﬁcation G of G0 and K is the corresponding ﬁxed point set. The subgroup K
of G is a complex reductive algebraic group with Lie algebra k.
With this in mind, our choice in the characteristic p case to consider K.g-modules for
K =G is quite natural, although nontrivial, requiring the theory of involutions developed
in Section 3. The fact that K = G turns out to be a connected, reductive group in the
characteristic p case, and that the roots(K, S) and weightsX(S)may be neatly related to
their counterparts (G, T ) and X(T ), is crucial to our characterization of the irreducible
KG1-modules, hence to the ﬁnite dimensionalK.g-modules, as we shall soon see.Another
critical feature is provided by the decomposition g = k ⊕ p of Proposition 3.6, which we
shall exploit below, using the compatibility condition (3) of Deﬁnition 8.1. (There is an
analogous decomposition of the Lie algebra in the characteristic zero case, too.)
Wehave chosen the notation ‘K.g-Mod’so as to bring tomind the notation for a semidirect
product of algebraic groups, with K acting on g via the adjoint action. One reason for this
choice of notation is the following elementary Clifford Theory type of observation that an
irreducibleK.g-module is semisimple as a g-module. Let L be an irreducibleK.g-module.
ThenL|g=⊕a∈ALa whereA is some index set, and eachLa is an irreducible g-module, as
follows: Take an irreducible g-submoduleM of L|g. Consider tM for t ∈ K . Then tM is an
(Ad t)g-module, for by (3) of Deﬁnition 8.1, (Ad t)(u)(tm)= t (u(t−1tm))= t (um) ∈ tM
for all u ∈ g,m ∈ M . As Ad t is an automorphism of g, tM is a g-submodule, and hence
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is a simple g-module. Hence
∑
t∈K tM is a K.g-submodule of L which is a semisimple
g-module. However, L is irreducible, so L=∑t∈K tM .
The suggestiveness of our semidirect product notation ‘K.g-Mod’ goes further, for as
previously stated, amain goal of this section is to show that the irreducible ﬁnite dimensional
K.g-modules are in fact irreduciblemodules for the ‘product’KG1. Tomotivate the proof of
this result, and establish further the connection between K.g-modules and KG1-modules,
recall that the category of modules for k[G1]∗U[p](g) is equivalent to that of the ﬁrst
Frobenius kernelG1. Hence, in the case r= 1, our study ofKGr -modules in Section 5 was
tantamount to investigating those K.g-modules which are restricted g-modules.
To consider more generally the categoryK.g-mod, we will employ results of Friedlander
and Parshall in [7] regarding the not necessarily restricted representations of the algebra
U(g). Recall from Section 2.6 that in the particular case 
= 0, the reduced enveloping al-
gebraU
(g) is isomorphic to the restricted enveloping algebraU[p](g), whence irreducible
restricted g-modules arise as irreducible modules forU0(g) (while each irreducible nonre-
stricted g-module appears as an irreducible module for some other member of the family of
algebras {U
(g)| 
 = 0}). Thus, we have the key observation that irreducibleK.g-modules
which are irreducible U0(g)-modules are in fact irreducible KG1-modules. This fact will
be pivotal in our classiﬁcation of the irreducible K.g-modules.
With this set-up at hand, we are ready for the proof of the main theorem.
Theorem 8.2. Let G be a semisimple, simply connected algebraic group with involution ,
satisfying either the hypotheses of Theorem 7.5 (where in particular, g is simple) or Theo-
rem 7.4. Let L ∈ Ob(K.g−mod) be irreducible. Then L is an irreducible KG1-module.
Proof. We have already observed that any KG1-module is simply a K.g-module which is
restricted as a g-module and vice-versa, so to prove the theoremwe need only show that each
irreducibleK.g-moduleL is a restrictedmodule forg. By assumption,L is ﬁnite dimensional,
L|g =L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Lm, where each Li, i = 1, . . . , m is an irreducible g-module. Each Li is
also then an irreducibleU
i (g)-module for the corresponding character 
i :≡ 
Li : O→ k.
For each i and each t ∈ K , there exists a j such that t.LiLj , hence the action of K on L
induces a permutation of the characters 
i , i = 1, . . . , m. As a connected algebraic group
acting rationally on the ﬁnite set {
1, . . . , 
m}, K must ﬁx each 
i , i = 1, . . . , m.
Now, as a rational K-module, L is a restricted k= Lie(K)-module. Thus by the compati-
bility condition (3) of Deﬁnition 8.1, for any X ∈ k, X[p] −Xp acts as 0 on L. We wish to
show that the same holds for any X ∈ g. Equivalently, as we have seen, it would sufﬁce to
show that 
i = 0 for all i.
The characters 
i are ﬁxed points of HomAlgk (O, k) under the action of K. Furthermore,
from the K-action on g, g(1) is a module for K twisted by the ﬁrst power of the Frobenius
map FK . Since K/K1K , we can identify HomAlgk (O, k) and HomAlgk (S(g), k) with
respect to the action of K. Now, HomAlgk (S(g), k)g
∗
, hence we can view the characters

i as elements of g∗K , the ﬁxed points of K on g∗. By Proposition 3.6, g∗ = k∗ ⊕ p∗. The
compatibility condition (3) ofDeﬁnition 8.1 applied to the fact that for anyX ∈ e, X[p]−Xp
acts as 0 on L yields the result that 
i |k∗ ≡ 0. Thus it sufﬁces to consider 
i |p∗ for all
i=1, . . . , m. Now, these are in fact elements of p∗K , hence it sufﬁces to show that p∗K =0.
This, however, holds by Theorems 7.4 or 7.5. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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9. Further comments
Harish–Chandra’s introduction, in the 1950s, of the modules which eventually took his
name provided a means of taking an algebraic approach to the irreducible representations
of noncompact Lie groups, which necessarily include inﬁnite dimensional representations.
(We point out here that, in the case G is a connected, compact, semisimple Lie group, the
irreducible Harish–Chandra modules are just the irreducible ﬁnite-dimensional representa-
tions of G, classiﬁed by the Cartan–Weyl theory.)
In this paper, we have classiﬁed only the irreducible ﬁnite dimensional modular Harish–
Chandra modules. However, the key feature of the ﬁnite-dimensionality assumption on
L ∈ Ob(K.g−Mod) was that the decomposition of L|g=⊕Li into irreducible g-modules
determined a rational K-action on a ﬁnite set of characters; this should be contrasted with
the Lie group case, in which an irreducible Harish–Chandra module is irreducible as a
g-module.
In the modular case, as the proof of Theorem 8.2 showed, the irreducibles Li are re-
stricted g-modules.We expect then that an investigation of the inﬁnite-dimensional modular




In this respect, it is interesting to consider further the classiﬁcation of the irreducible
classical Harish–Chandra modules. In the case of a connected, noncompact Lie group with
ﬁnite center, the irreducible Harish–Chandra modules admit a classiﬁcation (although not
the original one) which can be viewed as a grand generalization of the Borel–Weil–Bott
theorem (e.g., see the survey article [17]), resulting from the combination of D-module
theory methods with the localization theory for g-modules of [2]. In conjunction with the
work of many others, the localization theorems of Beilinson–Bernstein (e.g., [2]) generated
an equivalence of certain subcategories of U(g)-modules with a category of D-modules
on the ﬂag variety of g. This lead to a classiﬁcation of Harish–Chandra modules with
a ﬁxed inﬁnitesimal character via a passage to Harish–Chandra sheaves on the ﬂag va-
riety. (Our use of the algebras U
(g) in Theorem 8.2 is suggestive of some interesting
parallels here.)
Intriguingly, [2] simultaneously provided a last missing step in the proof of the Kazhdan–
Lusztig Conjecture (now theorem) for characters of the irreducible constituents of theVerma
modules for complex semisimple Lie algebras; this is a consequence of the fact that aVerma
module can be regarded as a kind of generalized Harish–Chandra module (see [6]). In the
characteristic p setting of this paper, however, the analogous Lusztig Conjecture for the
characters of the irreducible representations ofG has not been completely established. The
best results now available (see, e.g., [22, Section 1] for a history and references) prove
the Lusztig Conjecture in the case p?0, dependent upon the root system, with least value
not explicitly known in general; the [1] portion of the proof employs the TG1-modules,
i.e., “(g, T )-modules”. The modular Harish–Chandra modules which we deﬁne and in-
vestigate stand somewhat in the same relation to these (g, T )-modules as the classical
Harish–Chandra modules stand to the Verma modules. In a future paper we intend to ex-
plore further these connections, to examine the case of the inﬁnite-dimensional modular
Harish–Chandra modules, and also to address the structure of the related category ofKGr -
modules.
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